Thanks for the phone!
And the bank accounts, e-mail, passwords...

Protect your data in case your smartphone is ever stolen or lost by:

- **Setting a *secure* PIN or pattern lock**—Hard-to-guess passcodes (i.e. not 1234, 1111, etc.) deter most thieves from logging into your phone and stealing your information.

- **Storing passwords with caution**—If you must use a password manager to store multiple passwords, use a secure service from a reputable and well-reviewed company.

- **Knowing how to remote-wipe**—Erasing the data from your phone can be the last line of defense between a stolen phone and a stolen phone and stolen data; talk to your service provider for details.

- **Using secure Wi-Fi networks**—A thief can steal your data even without your physical phone; connect to a secured network whenever possible.